
FERENC RUZSA

THE MEANING OF ÅRUÍI’S PROMISE 1

In the famous Sadvidyå, the VIth chapter of the Chåndogya-
upanißad, Uddålaka Åru∫i promises his son, ˙vetaketu to teach him
“that teaching which makes the unheard heard, the unthought thought
and the unknown known” 2. This seems to imply omniscience. (Clearly
this is how ˙a√kara understands it; he paraphrases ˙vetaketu’s request
so: “You yourself, sir, should tell me that substance, knowing which I
shall have omniscience” 3.)

To European notions this suggestion is shocking, but in the Indian
scenery, rather densely populated with fully enlightened beings, it is
not so astonishing. In a similar vein, in the BΩhadåra∫yaka-upanißad
Yåjñavalkya says to Maitreyœ: “by seeing, hearing, thinking and
understanding the self everything is known” 4. Even more parallel is
the question of ˙aunaka to A√giras at the beginning of the Mu∫∂aka-
upanißad: “What is it, sir, by knowing which all this will be
known?” 5.

1. I thank Dr. Harunaga Isaacson for his valuable suggestions.
2. taº ådeƒam [...], yenåƒrutaº ƒrutaº bhavaty, amataº matam, avijñåtaº

vijñåtam. CHU VI.1.3. ‘Rule of substitution’ (the translation in OLIVELLE 1996, p.
148) is probably accurate for ådeƒa, but at the start of the discussion the vaguer mean-
ing of ‘instruction’ etc. seems more appropriate.

3. bhagavåºs tv eva me (mahyaº) tad vastu yena sarva-jñatvaº jñåtena me
syåt, tad bravœtu (kathayatu) ity CHUB VI.1.7.

4. åtmano vå are darƒanena, ƒrava∫ena, matyå, vijñånenedaº sarvaº viditam.
BU II.4.5.

5. kasmin nu, bhagavo, vijñåte sarvam idaº vijñåtaº bhavati? MUU I.1.3.



6. kathaº nu, bhagavaΔ, sa ådeƒo bhavati? CHU VI.1.3. The exact force of bha-
vati is not quite clear here, but ‘is possible’ seems to be consonant with Uddålaka’s
answer and also with ˙vetaketu’s remark a little later that his teachers surely did not
know about it.

7. yathå, somyaikena mΩtpi∫∂ena sarvaº mΩnmayaº vijñåtaμ syåt… CHU VI.1.4.
8. loha-ma∫i, lohamaya, loha; nakha-nikΩntana, kårß∫åyasa, kΩß∫åyasa CHU

VI.1.5,6.
9. CHU VI.1.4.
10. For some references see the Bibliography in OLIVELLE 1996, pp. xvi-xxii,

and his Notes ad loc., pp. 346-47.
11. RADHAKRISHNAN 1953, p. 447. As a matter of fact he adds in a note that the

text does not suggest “that change rests simply on a word, that it is a mere name”, but
he does not explain the difference between ‘only a name’ and ‘a mere name’. Here he
just repeats what he said earlier (1929, vol. I. p. 188 note): “Its meaning seems to be
that all are modifications of the one substance, marked by different names. [...] The
development is noticed by the giving of a different name”.

He seems to follow Barua 1921 (pp. 138-39, note 3): “We think that Uddålaka
meant by Vikåra transformation, transfiguration of Matter or the material, in short,
phenomenal changes. We perceive in him no conscious attempt at explaining away all
objective changes by saying like a Buddha or a ˙a√kara that ‘It is a mere name arising
from current language, and nothing more’. He did not certainly deny the reality of
change, change in respect of form, not of matter, otherwise what is the force of
‘nåmaræpe vyåkarot’ (Chåndogya, VI. 3.3), vyåkarot, a verbal form of Vikåro. We
take accordingly the passage to mean that it bears a name, a linguistic expression, cor-
responding to a palpable formal change in matter”.

While I think that their intuition is fundamentally correct, I do not see how they
could find this meaning in the Sanskrit text, given the translations they use.
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Still it is quite unusual to suggest that there is such a verbal teach-
ing that can be asked for and freely given. The boy is astonished, or
rather sceptical; he says: “Sir! How is such a teaching possible?” 6.

By way of explanation Åru∫i offers his son three similes, all
referring to objects being known by their substance: “As, my dear, by
one lump of clay everything made of clay can be known…” 7. The
other two examples are a copper amulet for copper and a nail-cutter
for iron 8. He always adds the refrain: våcårambha∫aº vikåro nåma-
dheyaº mΩttikêty [etc.] eva satyam 9. This sentence is notoriously
unclear, and has been repeatedly analysed by eminent indologists,
with widely different results 10.

Its traditional interpretation is well represented by
Radhakrishnan’s translation: “the modification being only a name
arising from speech while the truth is that it is just clay” 11. In spite of
numerous interesting suggestions as to the construction of the sen-



12. With the obvious exception of VAN BUITENEN 1955 & 1958. He translates
the half-sentence våcårambha∫am vikåraΔ as “(the Supreme’s) creation is (his) taking
hold of Våc” (1958, p. 304), and nåmadheyam trœ∫i ræpå∫œty eva satyam as “the name
(of the supreme) is satyam, i.e. (as analysed in three syllables sa-ti-yam) the three
ræpas” (1958, p. 302).

Though these articles are full of insightful suggestions, their conclusion seems to
be untenable; if we try to use this translation for the first occurences of the sentence,
we get: “As, my dear, by one lump of clay everything made of clay can be known,
creation is taking hold of våc, the name is satyam, i.e. clay” – which is several degrees
more obscure than the original sanskrit.

13. We would expect here the name of some other object typically or often made
of clay, but in the dictionaries I could not find such a meaning for rucaka.
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tence, the grouping of its words, the fundamental understanding seems
to be the same with all translators 12. For anything, e.g. a pot, made of
clay, that it is a ‘pot’ is just a name – ‘it is clay’, only this much is
truth. So, if only ‘clay’ is truth, then ‘pot’ is not truth, it is irreality, it
must be illusion.

If this analysis is correct this important text supports måyå-våda:
ultimately only the substance, i.e. Brahman is real, the modifications,
the apparent diversity of the world is only conventional, ‘depends on
speech’. Of course this approach goes back to ˙a√kara. It will be
rewarding to see his interpretation; as he is quite determined to make
our text a scriptural authority for his illusion-theory, at certain points
he will take recourse to obvious distortions. These can be our starting-
point to find out the undistorted, natural, hopefully original meaning.

“As in the everyday world by having known one lump of clay
(being the cause of things like shining 13 jars), everything else that is a
kind of its modification, i.e. made of clay (i.e. a kind of modification
of clay) can be known. – How can a different thing, the effect, be
known by knowing the lump of clay, the cause? There is no fault here,
because the effect is identical with the cause. If you think, nothing is
known by knowing something else – this would be true, if the effect
would be different from the cause; but the effect is not so different
from the cause.

Then how is it so in the everyday world: ‘This is the cause, this is
its modification?’ Listen! It is seizing by speech, beginning with
speech, dependent on speech. What is that modification? It is naming.
(‘Naming’ is the same as ‘name’; the ‘-ing’ affix here does not modify



14. yathå loke ekena mΩt-pi∫∂ena rucaka-kumbhådi-kåra∫a-bhætena vijñåtena
sarvam anyat tad-vikåra-jåtaº mΩn-mayaº mΩd-vikåra-jåtaº vijñåtaº syåt. – kathaº
mΩt-pi∫∂e kåra∫e vijñåte kåryam anyad vijñåtaº syåt? naißa doßaΔ, kåra∫enån-any-
atvåt kåryasya. yan manyase: “’nyasmin vijñåte ’nyan na jñåyata” iti – satyam evaº
syåt, yady anyat kåra∫åt kåryaº syån; na tv evam anyat kåra∫åt kåryam.

kathaº tarhœdaº loka: “idaº kåra∫am, ayam asya vikåra”iti? ƒΩ∫u!
våcårambha∫aº våg-årambha∫aº våg-ålambanam ity etat. ko ’sau vikåro? nåma-
dheyaº. (nåmaiva nåmadheyam, svårthe ‘dheya’-pratyayaΔ.) våg-ålambana-måtraº
nåmaiva kevalaº na vikåro nåma vastv asti paramårthato mΩttikety eva mΩttikaiva tu
satyaº vastv asti. (4)

yathå, saumyaikena loha-ma∫inå suvar∫a-pi∫∂ena sarvam anyad vikåra-jåtaº
ka™aka-muku™a-keyærådi vijñåtaº syåt. [...] (5)

yathå, saumyaikena nakha-nikΩntanenopalakßitena (‘kΩß∫åyasa-pi∫∂en’ety
arthaΔ) sarvaº kårß∫åyasaº kΩß∫åyasa-vikåra-jåtaº vijñåtaº syåt. CHU VI.1.4-6.
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the sense). It depends only on speech, it is but a mere name; the modi-
fication is in fact not a substance in the final analysis. ‘Clay’, only this
is truth = but only the clay is a true substance. (4)

As, my dear, by one copper amulet (lump of gold), everything
else that is a kind of modification like a bracelet, a diadem or an arm-
let can be known. […] (5)

As, my dear, by having observed one nail-cutter (its meaning is a
lump of iron) everything made of iron, i.e. a kind of modification of
iron, can be known. […] (6)” 14

1. First we may wonder why ˙a√kara explains an amulet (or orna-
ment) and a pair of nail-clippers as a lump of gold and iron, respec-
tively. He wants to say that effects are unreal, so you have to know the
cause; therefore an illustration suggesting that from one effect you can
know another one will not fit his purpose. So he tries to make it seem
that the text speaks about their material, i.e. the cause.

But it does not; it speaks about the things made of that material,
copper and iron. And the probable reason is that Uddålaka has not the
slightest doubts about their ontological status – they are existent in the
full sense.

2. Secondly, he says that nothing can be known by knowing
something else. He does not argue for this thesis, because he intro-
duces it seemingly as a pærva-pakßa, the opinion of the opponent.
Then he says – well, O.K., I have to accept it, but in spite of this our
position stands, as this objection is relevant only when the two things
are different.



15. The overlap in meaning between å-rabh and å-lamb facilitates this shift.
Strangely enough OLIVELLE 1996, p. 347 seems to suggest something similar. “The
phrase is more easily explained, because årambha∫a is regularly used in the
Upanißads with the meaning of support or foothold, especially the lack of such a sup-
port in the atmosphere: CHU 2.9.4; BU 3.1.6.” Now in both places we find – at least in
all the editions I had access to – an-åramba∫a. (It is the more surprising because
Olivelle translates våcårambha∫a with “a verbal handle”, so he does not need the
trick, as ‘handle’ is a regular meaning of årambha∫a).
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It is cunning: he hides an important interpretative presupposition
as an ostensible counter-argument. He has to do it, because it is nei-
ther true (seeing the snow I can know the cold); nor is it in the text. As
a matter of fact, Åru∫i says something different, almost its opposite:
knowing the qualities of one thing, you can infer the qualities of
another thing made of the same stuff. Seeing a bottle break, you can
know that the window might be broken.

3. ˙a√kara changes the phrase “‘Clay’, only this is truth” to “but
only the clay is a true substance”. He does this perhaps because here
he wants to understand ‘speech’ and ‘name’ as synonyms of the irreal,
the nonexistent. In the original it would not work: satyam there refers
to another linguistic entity, the sentence ‘Clay’.

So we might infer that in the upanißad language did not have this
depreciative, negative value. It was perfectly neutral; in our text it was
never actually called false, only in one place it was emphatically
called true.

4. Lastly ˙a√kara equates ‘seizing by speech’, with ‘beginning
with speech’, changing an instrumental case into a compound. Then
further glosses as ‘dependent on speech’, changing the verb å-rabh ‘to
take hold of, to begin’ into å-lamb, ‘to hang from, to depend’. This
seems unjustified 15. If we reject this, as we should, we may see what
våcå årambha∫am could have originally meant.

As våcå is an instrumental, ‘with/by speech’, årambha∫a must
mean an action of which language is the agent or the instrument. So
language grasps, or somebody grasps with language. As ‘beginning’ is
an important semantic element in the verb å-rabh, I would prefer to
interpret our word as ‘seizing at first’, ‘first grasping’.

If this is true, then the opposition: ‘modification’ and ‘first grasp-
ing’ on the one side, satyam on the other, can be interpreted anew. The
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verb as, ‘exist’, and its participle, sat, ‘existent, real’ is frequently con-
traposited to bhæ, ‘become’ and bhåva, ‘becoming, transition’. So
satyam would here specifically designate ‘constant truth, unchanging
reality’; this, I think, is nicely consonant with its typical upanißadic use.

With these insights it is now possible to interpret our sentence.
Though I am fairly convinced that in the absence of punctuation the
mahåvåkya cannot be unambiguously analysed, I propose a tentative
translation:

“The designation is the specific modification, as the (first) grasp-
ing by language; only ‘clay’ is (constant) truth”.

This would mean something like this. Though we first (or nor-
mally) designate things by their form, their material is constant, while
the form is transient. We say, ‘This is a cup or spoon or plate’, not that
‘This is metal or clay or wood’. But when we melt it, the metal will
still be there, but the cup will be gone.

Now this is a merry outcome. Because what we got is, more or
less, true; and what is more, it can be easily seen, that it is true. And
that means that it can be used as a clear illustration, a dΩß™ånta, to
explain and to convince. And at its present location, at the very start of
a lengthy argument, that is what it should be. An obscure metaphysi-
cal statement about the language-dependence of perceived reality
would be extremely inappropriate at this position. 

At the same time it is not a triviality: it is an important new obser-
vation about the relation of language and the deep structure of reality.
Language concentrates on the specific and changing (the form), and
relatively neglects the universal and constant (the substance). 

So what Uddålaka Åru∫i promised his son was universal knowl-
edge – and he gave him a teaching about the universal substance.
Because types of stuff are more basic than the constantly changing
manifestations, there is less variety among them – in fact there are
only three final constituents (ræpa, colour/form) of the world (tejas,
åpaΔ, anna – heat, water, food). And, in contrast to the infinite variety
of the individual objects, they can be completely known. Åru∫i did
fulfill his promise.
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